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REPORT OF THE DEAN
otr
FOR TIIE YEAR 1970-1971
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UwpBnwooo Law Lrnnanv
Report of the Dean





To the President, Members of the Board of Trustees,
Members of the Board of Visi,tors, Lau; Alumni, and
Friends of Southern Methodist Uni,rsersity:
As,Dean o,f the School of Law, I have the honor to submit this
report fo,r the surnmer session, 1970, and the r6gular session,





















The William Hawley Atwell Chair in Constitutional Law
Dedication of the Underwood Law Library





Other Events of the Year
Conclusion
Appendix A-class of 1971, honors and awards, student activities
and organizations for the year 1970-1971.
Appendix B-Faculty bibliosaphy, co,mmittee assignments and
activities, 1970-1971.
Appendix c-Law School committee of the Board of Trustees;
Boald oI visiturs; Law Alumnl Association; and named schol-
arships.
Appendix D-statement of Professor Howard J. Taubenfeld






In May, 1971, the school of Law completed its forty-sixth
academic year.At that time degrees were conferred or certificates
*"r" grant"d to those who hal completed"*: requirements for
same in August 1970, December 1970, and May 1971. The fol-
io*i"g tabu'iar analysis reflects comparative data,with respect
i" a"!."", "o"f"rr"i o, certificates 
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Appendix A contains detailed information regarding the 1971
*"$f"a, "t degrees 
or certificates, honors and awards, and
student activities and organizations for the year 1970-1971'
The year was one of ftnancial crisis for the university. Eve.Y
u"aiuiay had to be reexamined and reevaluated to determine its
need and its cost in relation to the total budget. The various
schools, divisions, and departments of the University were asked
to efiect ""orro-i"s 
and iut-backs in all expenditure' The Law
School complied with this request and set expenditure targ-ets
below those originalty upprou.d in order to pioduce a surplus
in operations.
All of this was do,ne while at the same time the School offered
a well rounded curriculum and program o'f activities for the stu-
dents. The revenue with which^ thJ School operates consists of
tuition, gifts, and a small income from endowment. Tuition can
,ro long"I. be increased annually if the school is to compete for
students from a broad spectrum of society. Additional glft and
endowment incom e are,bf "oott", 
constantly being sought' The
hard fact is, however, that we must use to maximum efficiency
the resources that we now have; more especially we must use
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the resourcefulness of faculty and students to,ffnd ways of im-
proving the qualiV of professional education without increasing
its cost.
Two of the principal events o'f the year consisted of the estab-
lishment of the William Hawley At'well Chair in Constitutional
Law and the formal dedication of the Underwood Law Library.
These events are reported under Section VI and VII below.
IL Faculty
Appendix B sets out in detail faculty bibliographies and activi-
ties for the year 1970-1971. Changes in assignments, leaves, and
part-time faculty for the period under review were as follows:
Assistant Professor Robert W. Bogomolny joined the faculty ot
September 1, 1970. He holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and
Juris Doctor from Harvard University. He was formerly on the
staff of the Vera Foundation of New York City. During the year
he taught Crimes and Criminal Procedure and in addition super-
vised a criminal justice internship grant under the auspices of
the Comncil on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility
and the North Texas Council of Governments.
Professor Alan R. Bromberg was on leave during the year en-
gaged in independent research in the ffeld of securities regulation.
Visiting Associate Professor Richard B. Buckley from Syracuse
University was in residence during the summer session of 1970.
He holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts fro,m Denison Univer-
sity and luris Doctor from Syracuse University. He seryes as
Director of Research, Joint Legislative Committee on Insurance
State of New York. He taught Insurance.
Assistant Professor Beverly W. Carl ioined the faculty on
September 1, 1970. She holds the degrees of Bachelor of Science
in Law and Juris Doctor from the University of Southern Cali-
fornia and Master of Laws from Yale University. She was form-
erly associated with the Agency for trnternational Development.
During the year she taught Cornparative Private International
Law, International Law, American Constitution, Conflict of Laws,
and Cornmon Market Law.
Visiting Professor Thomas W. Christopher, formerly Dean of
the School of Law of the University of New Mexico and now
Dean of the School of Law, University of Alabama, was in resi-





, of Bachelor of Laws from the University of Alabama and Master
of Laws and Doctor of the Science of Law from New yo,rk
University. He taught Regulation of Business.
Associate Professor James R. Craig resigned from the faculty
at the end of the academic year to go into private business.
Professor Harvey L. Davis was on leave during the year wo,rk-
ing on model consumer protection legislation. /
Professor william J. Flittie was granted sabbatical leave for
the year to do research and writing in the field of legal means
of control of tra"ffic in dangerous drugs.
_ 
visiting Professor John E. Kennedy was in residence during
the regular session of the academic year from the University of
Kentucky. He holds the degrees of Bachelor of Philosophy and
Juris Doctor from the University of Notre Damg and Master of
Laws from Yale university. During the year he taught Procedure
I and II, Federal Co,urts, Government Contracts, and Equitable
Remedies.
Visiting Associate Professor Joe Scott Morris was in residence
during the academic year from the University of Florida. He
holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts from Rice University,
furis Doctor from Southern Methodist University, and Master of
Laws from Harvard University. During the yeai he taught Busi-
ness Taxation, Corporate Planning I and II, Environmental Law,
Estate Planning, and Real Estate Planning. He has joined the
faculty and was given tenure as Associate Professor of Law by
the Board of Trustees at its M"y meeting.
Visiting Associate Professor Robert A. Riegert left the Uni-
versity at the end of the academic year to accept an appointment
as Professo,r of Law at Cumberland School of Law of Samford
Universit/, Birmingham, Alabama.
Visiting Associate Professor Walter W. Steele, fr. was given
tenure as Associate Professor of Law by the Board of Trustees
at its Muy meeting. During the year he taught Crimes I, Legal
Clinic A and B, Law and Psychiatry, Criminal Procedure f,
Advanced Criminal Law, and Problems of Urban Society.
Assistant Professor Rod W. Surratt joined the faculty on
September 1, 1970. He holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts
from Baylor University and ]uris Doctor from the University of
Texas at Austin. trIe was on the Board of Editors of the Texas
Law Review and served as law clerk to ]udge Irving Goldberg
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of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit.
During the year he taught Torts I and II, Evidence, and Federal
Appellate Practice.
Professor Howard J. Taubenfeld was on sabbatical leave dur-
ing the fall semester 1970. He was working on a grant from
Resources fo.r the Future on co,ntinuing research on international
aspects of weather modification. /
Associate Professor William Van Dercreek resigned from the
faculty during the year to accept an appointment to the faculty
of the School of Law of Florida State University.
Visiting Professor Walter ]. Wadlington, III, from the Univer-
sity of Virginia, was in residence during the summer session of
1970. He holds the degrees of Bachelor of Arts frorn Duke Uni-
versity and Bachelor of Laws from Tulane University. IIe taught
Family Law.
Mrs. Maxine T. McConnell io'ined the Law School staff on
September 1, 1970, as Director of the Legal Clinic. She holds the
degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Juris Docto'r frorn Southern
Methodist University. She was formerly chief counsel of the
Dallas Legal Services Proiect.
Mr. Max K. Jones, Assistant Dean and Assistant Director of
Law School Development, and Mr. David W. Purcell, Associate
Dean and Executive Director o'f Continuing Legal Educatio'n and
Law School Dwelopment resigned during the year.
The following part-time lecturers taught seminars or courses
during this period:
Adjunct Professor Henry D. Akin, course in Workmen's Com-
pensation; Edward A. Copley, Ir., Etq., together with Herbert
S. Kendrick, Esq., course in Tax Procedure and Litigation;
Thomas t. Crisman, Esq., course in Intellectual Property Semi-
nar; William L. Garrett, Seminar in Ethics and Law; Adjunct
Professor Robert S. Glen, Seminar in Law and Psychiatry (with
Professor Steele); Richard D. Haynes, Esq., together with Michael
M. Boone, Etq., course in Securities Regulation; Shirley W.
Holt, lrtq., course in Incorne Taxation; David M. Kendall, Jr.,
Etq., Personal Injury Litigation Seminar; David C. Ntrusslewhite,
Erq., course in Practice Court; Neil J. O'Brien, Esq., course in
Corporate Reorganizatio,n; Dr. George J. Race, course in Medico-
Legal Problems; Robert L. Ramsey, Ese., course in Air Law;




Sanders, Erq., course in Legislation (trederal); Frank J. Scur-
lock, Erq., Land Litigation Seminar, and course in Oil and Gas;
Stanley C. Simon, Esq., course in Taxation of Business Entities,
and course in Contemporary Tax Problems; W. Stephen Swayzg
Erq., course in F'ederal Oil and Gas Taxation; Iay M. Vogelson,
Erq., Anti-Trust Seminar; The Honorable Elmore Whitehurst,
course in Bankruptc/; Helmut O. Wolff, seminat' in Non-Labor
Arbitration.
Five student instructors in Legal Writing were employed to
work under the direction of Professor Wingo in the first-year pro-
gram of legal writing and research. These student instructors
were Ira D. Einsohn, Bachelor of Arts, Washington University
in St. Louis; David A. Ives, Bachelor of Arts, Kansas State Col-
lege; Mark C. Mueller, Bachelor of Arts and Master of Business
Administration, Southern Methodist University; C. Richard
White, Bachelor of Arts, Southern Methodist University; and
Margaret M. Williams, Bachelor of Arts, Emmanuel College. AII
of these student instructors received their Juris Doctor degrees
in May.
IIL Degree Progrr,nLs
The School of Law conducted the following major programs
during the year 1970-1971:
(A) The three-yeffi Juris Doctor program, requiring g0 hours
of required and elective courses.
(B ) The general graduate program for part-time and full-time
students leading to the degree of Master of Laws. The require-
ments are fuL hours of seminar and course work prescribed by
the Committee on Graduate Legal studies. A dissertation may be
submitted for as many as 12 ho'r.rrs of credit.
(c,) The graduate program in international and comparative
law leading to the degee of Master o'f comparative Law. The
requirements are 24 hours of seminar and course work prescribed
by the committee on Graduate Legal studies. A certificate in
comparative Law may in the discretion of the faculty be award-
ed to those students in the international and comparative Iaw
pro_glam who fail in some particular respect to meet all the grade
gtd hour requirements for the Master of Comparative Law
degree.
(D) The gaduate program in research and writing leading
6
to the degree of Doctor of Science of Law. The requirements
are prescribed for the candidate by the Co'mmittee on Graduate
Legal Studies.
IY. Curriculum
The Curriculum in effect for the summer session 1970 consisted
of L2 sections of courses and seminars; during the Segular session
141 sections of courses and seminars were offered. Under the
program for the Juris Doctor degree, the student had to corn-
plete forty-six hours of required courses and forty-four hours of
electives, at least one course involving international and com-
parative law or iurisprudence, a planning course; and a seminar
in which a substantial paper is required.
During the year new ofierings included Criminal Law Intern-
ship, ofiered by Professor Robert L. Bogornolny; Intellectual
Property Seminar, offered by'Thomas L. Crisman, Etq.; Personal
Injury Litigation Seminar, offered by David M. Kendall, It.,
Erq.; Product Liability and Regulation, offered by Professor
Robert A. Bernstein; Contemporary Tax Problems, offered by
Stanley C. Simon, Etq.; Environmental Law and Real Bstate
Planning, offered by Professor J. Scott Morris.
Y. Reuuiting and Enrollment
The following comparative statistics for the School of Law
show registrations in the fall semesters, 1963, L964, 1965, 1966,












































































































The following comparative statistics fo'r the same period reflect
mean averages for the Law School Admission Test, undergrad-
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The tuition during the regular session was $1,800 for the two
semesters.
During the year we continued, as in prior years, an intensive
program of recruiting in colleges and universities throughout the
country. This has resulted in an increasing number of well-
qualified applicants. Visits were made to thirty-seven colleges
and universities in the following states: Arkansas, Georgia,
Kansas, Louisiana, Minnesota, North Carolina, Oklaho,ma,
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and Wisconsin.
YI. Tha William Hawley Atwell Chair in
Constitutional Law
At an appreciation dinner held on November 24,1970, Southern
Methodist University announced the endowment of the William
Hawley Atwell Chair of Constitutional Law. Endowed by u grft
of $600,000 from Dallas attorney Webster At'well and his wife,
Laura Burgher Atwell, the chair is in memory of Mr. Atwellt
father, who served for thirty-two years as United States District
Judge for the No,rthern District of Texas. Mr. Atwell stated at
the dinner that he had chosen to endow a chair in Constitutional
Law because his father considered the Constitution to be 'the
greatest document penned by man."
Professor A. J. Thomas, It., ^ 
member of the Law School faculty
since L947, was named by the Southe'rn Methodist University
Board of Trustees as the first person to occupy the Chair. Having
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received his Bachelor of Science degree from A&M College of
Texas, Professor Thomas went to the University of Texas for his
Bachelor of Laws degree. He also holds a Master of Laws and a
Doctor of the Science o'f Law degrees from the University of
Michigan. Prior to ioining the faculty of the Law School, Pro-
fessor Thomas was a member of the United States Foreign
Service, in which he served as vice consul in CostdRica, Portugal,
and the Netherlands. hofessor Thomas has co-authored a num-
ber of books and articles with his wife, Ann Van Wynen Thornas.
Their most reeent ioint publication is entitled Legal Limi,ts on
Chemical and Bi,ologiral Warfa.re, which developed out of a
contract which they had with the United States Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency to do a study of indirect aggression
and subversion.
VII. Dedicati,on of the Underuood La,u Library
On Thursday and Friday, April 29 and 30, a distinguished
gathering of lawyers, judges, law teachers, faculty, students, and
friends of the University participated in a two-day program of
dedication of the Underwood Law Library.
At noon on Thursday, the Chief Justice and Associate Justices
of the Supreme Court of Texas, together with the participants
in the Symposium on judicial Reform, and senior law students
had lunch together in the Grand Ballroom of the Umphrey Lee
Student Center.
The afternoon Symposium on Judicial Reform from 2:00 to
4:00 p.m. consisted of a panel presided over by Morris Harrell,
Erq., President of the State Bar of Texas. The panel participants
were Chief Justice Robert W. Calvert of the Supreme Court of
Texas, Chief justice William A. Berry of the Supreme Court of
Oklahoma, Chief Justice C'arleton Harris of the Supreme Court of
Arkansas, Chief Justice Fred L. Henley of the Supreme Court of
Missouri, Associate Justice and former Chief ]ustice of the
Supreme Court of Arizona, Lorna E. Lockwood, Chief ]ustice
Edward E. Pringle of the Supreme Court of Colorado, and
Associate Justice Paul Tackett of the Supreme Court of New
Mexico.
In the evening all the visitors were honored with a reception
and buffet at the Fairmont Hotel.
On Friday morning, the Law School Faculty, Law School
I
Committee of the Board of Trustees, and Law School Board of
Visito'rs met for breakfast in the Junior Ballroom of the Umphrey
Lee Student Center.
The morning Symposium on the Status of the American Uni-
versity in Contempo'rary Society from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
consisted of a panel presided over by Dr. Bryce Jordan, then
President ad i,nterim, the University of Texas'at Austin and
President designate, thu University o,f Texas at Dallas. The panel
participants were Dr. Willis M. Tate; President, Southern Meth-
odist University; Dr. Norman Hackerman, President, Rice Uni-
versity; Dr. Martha Peterson, President Barnard College; Dr.
A. Kenneth Pye, Chancellor, Duke University.
Following a buffet luncheon in the Law School Quadrangle,
the formal academic procession proceeded from Lawyers Inn to
McFarlin Memorial Auditorium for the ceremony of dedication
and the Law Day, USA, Address by the Attorney General of the
United States, the Honorable John N. Mitchell.
Guided tours of the library followed the ceremony of dedica-
tion, and in the evening at the Statler Hilton Ho,tel a reception,
dinner, and soru et lumi,ere show honored the donors.
The new Iibrary building is of Georgian rtyl", harmonizing
with the other buildings of the University. The library collections
of. L74,000 volumes include all the statutes and decisions of the
Federal and state governments, collections of international and
comparative law materials from Latin America, the Middle East,
Far East, Europe, the United Kingdom, and British Common-
wealth countries. Loose-leaf services, digests, texts, encyclopedias,
periodicals, Congressional materials, briefs filed before the courts,
and miscellaneous Iegal and governmental reference materials
offer the researcher an abundance of sources for intensive study
of any topic. The collection has gown from a modest inventory
of a few thousand books in 1926 to 174,000 in 1971. The growth
has been steadily and systernatically planned. With a gross area
of 100,000 square feet, the building can accommodate 450,000
volumes. Almost 600 volumes of rare books of the 16th, 17th, and
l8th centuries have l-reeu acquired from special gifts. New tech-
nolog_y has been added to the traditional cornponents of legal re-
search. Lectures on cassettes and video tapes, microfflm records of
numerous primary research materials will aid students, lawyers,
and judges in the future. The selection of books and the admin-
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istration o,f the library has been ably directed by Professor
Arthur L. Harding, Chairman of the Law School's Committee on
Library, and Miss Hibernia Turbeville, Law Librarian, and her
staff who give constant devotion and service to the needs of
students and lawyers. During the yeffi $190,000 was expended
on library operation.
VIII. Alumni, Relations, Law School Fund, Student Aid
]ames A. Williams, Esq., President, and E. Ray Hutchison,
Erq., and Rodney D. lvloore, Erq., Vice Presidents, of the Law
Alumni Association, headed the annual Law School Fund drive
for the year. In an effort to maintain a closer contact with our
alumni outside of Dallas, five informal alurnni meetings were
held in three major Texas cities: Fort Worth ( Novemb er 28,
1970 and June L7, 1971); Ho'uston (December 1, 1970 and
April 22, L9TL); Lubbock ( October 24, L9TA). These rneetings
proved to be especially effective in providing an interchange of
views between this School and its alumni.
A detailed report of the Law School Fund for 1970-1971 is
incorporated in a special issue of The Brief of the SchooI of Larc,
mailed to alumni and friends in the fall of L97L. Total gifts and
scholarships from alumni and non-alumni totaled $129,566.57.
These contributions have been used for financial assistance to
students in various ways: loans, tuition grants, research as-
sistants, expenses of moot court, law journals, Student Bar As-
sociation, and the like. Alumni gifts totaled $46,430.20 
"rrith20 per cent of alumni participating. The average alumni gift was
$86.14. These ftgures cornpare urith alumni gifts of $63,418.30
and 33 per cent of alumni participating with an average gift of
$78.54 during the yer 1969-1970. Non-alumni gifts totaled
$83,136.37 compared with gifts of $54,L27.38 last year. The fac-
ulty of the School o,f Law also contributed generously to the
Fund.
Other events relating to alumni relations were as follows:
On November 4, L970, those contributing named scholarships
and amounts o,f $100 or motre for the 1969-1970 Law School Fund
were honored at a Century Club dinner at the Student Center.
On November 21, L970, an alumni breakfast in Lawyers Inn was
well attended by faculty, students and alumni alike. The break-
fast was hetd as a part oi Ho*"coming activities and guided tours
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of Underwood Law Library were conducted. On ]uly 1, 1971, an
alumni breakfast at the Baker Hotel in conjunction with the State
Bar Convention marked the close of the 1970-1971 Law School
Fund drive.
IX. Publi,cati,ons
The Southusestern Laus loumal published againthis past year
the Annual Survey of Texas Law, which was well received. The
Iournal of Air Law and Comn'Lerce sponsored a Symposium on
General Aviation in the Seventies which was held March L7-L9,
1971. This program exemplified the same high standards of the
previous years'similar conferences. Professors Wingo and Tauben-
?eld were faculty advisers to the Southtts'estern Lau lournal and
Iournal of Nr Laut and Com,merce, respectively. During Pro-
fessor TaubenfeLd's absence in the fall semester, Professor Bern-
stein acted as adviser to the lournal of Ai,r Laus and Comnxerce.
Other publications during the year included The Brief of the
School of Laus and the Law School Yearbook.
X. Lagal Cli,nic
Under the supervision of Mrs. Maxine T. McConnell, Director,
and Professor Walter W. Steele, Jt., Faculty Supervisor, the
Legal Clinic curriculum has been expanded to provide greater
opportunities for students to develop practical skills and an
understanding of professional responsibility.
The course is divided into two semesters for a total credit of
three hours. Legal Clinic A, the one-hour first semester course,
introduces the student to the clinic with instruction on how to
draft and ffle pleadings and other instruments, how to conduct
a professional interview, and how to practice at the courthouse.
In Legal Clinic B, the two-hour second semester course, class-
room lectures on techniques of practice in specific areas of the
law are given by practicing lawyers and iudges. In addition,
students in Legal Clinic B become associated with the Legal
Clinic law office where, under the supervision of the Director,
they interview clients, establish an atto'rney-client relationship
and take all necessary action to resolve a client's problem.
The spectrum of cases handled has broadened to include not
only domestic relations matters but also an increasing number
of consumer, landlord-tenant, home and automobile repair, and
T2
post-conviction relief cases, social security claims and appellate
practice.
During the period frorn June 1, 1970 through M"y 31, 1971,
88 students represented 672 clients and made 222 court appear-
ances. Fifty of the court settings invoLved contested cases which
were disposed of as follows: three jury trials, thirty-one trials or
temporary hearings before a iudge and sixteen seftlement agree-
ments presented to the courts. Appeals are pending in four social
security cases and two civil cases.
Continued expansion of the program is planned to meet the
goals of providing opportunitiei for studetr:t, to learn practical
skills while rendering cornpetent legal services to, members of
the low-incorne community.
XT. Placenxant
Assistant Dean Roy R. Anderson, assisted by Mrs. Lillian
Blair, offered students a thorough program of placement. Stu-
dents desiring to take advantage of this service were counselled
in the preparation of attractive individual brochures. The number
of interviewing firms was larger t-han in any previous year, and
came from e\iery section of the country. A tally as of September





State and Federal Government Agencies
Judicial Clerkships
Other Legal Activities
Uncommitted or Not Reported
at September 1, 1970
Total
XII. Continui,ng Legal Educati,on
The School of Law and the Practising Law Institute of New
York Cfty co-sporrsored thirty-one continuing legal education
programs during the fiscal year, Total attondance at those pro-
grams exceeded 1,300. The purpose of these programs has been
to bring in-depth programming on a variety of selected topics to
lawyers in this area of the country. Each program has been of a











standing experts from all over the country. The courses pre-
sented were: First Annual Estate Planning Institute; Defending
Criminal Cases Forum; Master Corporate Plans; Successful
Management Systems; Fringe Benefits Under the Tax Reform
Act; Going Public-Advanced Techniques; Guidelines for the
Prudent Fiduciary; Salvaging the Ailing Business; First Annual
Tax Law Institute; Drug Liability Litigation; Ilegul Control of
the Environment; Venture Capital-Legal and Business Problems;
F ederal Civil Practice; I'irst Annual Trial l-awyers' trnstitute;
Tax and Accounting Aspects of Corporate Acquisitions; Tax
Planning for the Proprietorship, Partnership, and the Small
Company; Pollution Litigation; Individual Tax Flanning Under
the Tax Reform Act of 1969; Enforcement and Litigation under
the securities Laws; Receivership, Bankruptcy and Reorganiza-
tion; Evaluation of a Personal Injury Case; operating Diversiffed
Insurance Companies; 2nd Annual Institute on How to, Go
Public; New Directions in Professional Corporations; Federal
Tax Practice and Procedure; First Annual Institute on Family
Law; I-and-Acquiring, Assembling, and Financing; and Fran-
chise Litigation.
The courses on comm,rnity Property and Federal Taxation
and Franchise Litigation were planned and originated at the
Law school; the former was also presented in Los Angeles and
the latter in Las Vegas.
Attendance at individual courses has no,t been large, averaging
under 50 registrants per program. This has enabled most of-the
courses to be presented in seminar form with opportunity fol-
Iowing lectures or panel presentations for intensive discussion of
speciftc points. Parts of so,me of the programs have been video
l"p"-d f_or later instructional use in class and in other continuing
legal education programs. video taping has proven advantageoui
in several ways. on an occasion when one of the speakers was ill
and unable to participate, the tape of his earlier Dallas presen-
tation was played and the others present acted as a panel of
commentators. The procedure was quite successful.
The assuciation with the Practising Law Institute has provided
an opportuni$r for participation by members of the Law faculty.
The Dean, Associate Dean Pelletier, and Professors McKnight,
Bromberg, Kennedy, Smith, Larson, and Scott Morris have
presented papers on PLI programs. Associate Dean Pelletier has
L4
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served as Director of Continuing Legal Education and is respon-
sible for planning those ptogtutnr *fti"t are initiated by- the
Law School. The program of continuing legal education has
offered students the opportunity of attending without charge
and becoming personally acquainted with the visiting speakers
and panelists.
XIII. Other Ersents of the Y ear
The Student Bar Association sponsored a series of speakers
during the year on a variety of topics. on the basis of the variety
and success of these programs as well as other projects con-
ducted by the Student Bar Association, the Law School Division
of the American Bar Association awarded the student Bar Asso-
ciation ffrst place in the nation among law student bar associations
in the size class of this Law School.
Xn/. Conclusion
I express my sincerest appreciation to the university admin-
istration and to the members of the bench and bar and other
friends who have assisted the School so significantly.
Appendix c sets out the names of the Law school committee
of the Board of Trustees, the Board of visitors, and the officers
and directors of the Law Alumni Association.
,{npenaix D is the Statement of Professor Howard J. Tauben-








Class of 1971, honors and awards, student activities and or-
ganizattons for the year 1970-1971:
1. Class of 1971
a. Dogree of luri's Doctor
August 2L, L970 /
Michael Allen Andrews George Morgan Hamiltol Ilf
B.A.-. The University of Texas , B;A., qputler_n Met-hodist University
Witliam thomas Barr John Hood Highsmith
B.A., Southern Methodist university B.B:4, The University of Texas,
Tames William Bass, Jr. EI PasoJ'"I]".,';"Ju; .idili u'iversitv Dan Henry Lee' III
t"*"r L. Chup*"tt B'A" Austin college- B.B.A., The universitv of rexas, Vaughn 9:4.g S:C"ghT"q. .
Austin _ 8.S., North -Texas State University
Alice Lorraine Dwyet John Lee^Riddle
8.A., The University of Texas, B'S" Texas Technological University
Austin 
Drw vr rv-4'' 
--M.S., 'lexas Technological University
M.A., The universitv of Texas, Jeffryy Thomas W-hryplqAultin 8.A., Southern Methodist University
December 19, 1970
Thomas Ronald Adkins
A.8., University of Southern Calif.
Martha Helen Allan
8.A., Southern Methodist University
Thomas Armistead Boardman
8.A., The University of The South
Don Eugene Brown
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
William E. Burdock
8.S., Utah State UniversitY
Billv Flovd Coker
'g.s., 'Tu*o. A&M University
William Floyd Countiss
8.S., Tex-as Technological University
Richard Carpenter Dahlstrom
B.B.A., Lamar State College of
TechnologY
Rov A. Davis. Tr.
'8.S.8.A., seittany Nazarene College
Billv David Emerson
'g.s., Past Texas State University
Iohn Thomas Herold
" B.B.A., Texas Technological
University
Rashida Amin Jaffer
L.L.B., Unlversity of Bombay
M.L.f., University of Wisconsin
Kenneth Franklin Jones




B.S.B.A., University of Arkansas
John Francis Jordan- 8.A., North Texas State University
Stanford Morton Kaufman
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Universlty
James Lyndell Kirkley
B.B.A., Texas C1rristian University
Richard Nelson L"pp




B.S.E., North Texas State University
Joseph Owen Luby II- B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Charles Nicholas Lundy
8.A., Texas A&M University
Jack Cowart Pate
B.B.A., North Texas State
University
Ronald Jay Prichard







8.A., University of Texas, Arlington
Kenneth Bruce Stickler
B.A., Southern Methodist Unlversity
Kim Rae Thorne








8.A., Southern Methodist University
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Carleton Clint Adams




B.A., Texas Technological University
Samuel Holliman Bayless





B.B.A., Southern Methodist Universitv
Edward Jacob BlockB.A., Ihe University of Wisconsin
John William Booth8,A., Centenary College




___ B.B.A., Sou_thern Methodist University
Wayne Douglas Brown
B.A., The University of Texas,
Arlington
Tod B. Calhoun
_ _8.A., ,Southern Methodist University
Robert Anthony Carter
B.F.A,, The University of Texas,
Austin
William Lee Carter, III
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
M.B.A., The University of
Pennsylvania





B.B.A., Sbuthern Methodist University
Gary Estle Conrad
Il.A,, Ohio Northern University
Jerome Lloyd Croston, Jr.8.A., Washington and Lee University
John Anthony Cuellar
B.B.A., The University of Notre
Dame
Raymond Lloyd Dahlberg
8.A., The University of Kansas





J. Lindsey Enderby8.A., Southern Methodist University
Thad Robert Finley
B.B,A., North Te"xas State University
Michael Anthony Fisher
8.A., Southern Methodist Unlverslty
Frederick Jackson Fowler





B,E.A., The University of Texas
Ronald Lee Godbey
8.S., North Texds State University
Thomas Paul Goranson
B.B.A., Southern Methodist Universitv
Juoq"r Cromwell Gray
_B.S- Oklahoma Stale University
Richard Earl Green
B.B.A., The University of Texas
Gary Allmon Grimes
8.A., The University of Texas,
Austin
George Lee Hart
8.A.,. The University of Texas,
Arlington
Albon O'Neal Head, Jr.B.A., S-outhe,rn Methodist University
Barry Paul Helft
8.A., New Mexico State Universitv
Harold Ronnie Hicks
B._S.B:4,., The University of Arkansas
David Allen Ives
8.A., Kansas State College of
Pittsburg
John Michael Tackson
_ B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Peter JungB.B.A., Texas Christian Universitv
Anthony Michael Kaufman
8.A., Southern Methodist University
Thomas Lawson Kelly, Jr.8.A., Southern Mefho<iist University
Michael Lyon Kenter
B.B.A., The University of Oklahoma
Charles Frank Ketz
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Eui-Jae Kim






B.B.A., North Texas State University
James L. LommonB.A., Sbuthern Methodlst University
Andrcw Robcrt McCulloch




8.A., The University of Oklahoma
Harlan Arthur Martin




a.e.i ftte University of California,
Berkeley
Charles Franklin Millican





B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Robert F. Moreland
8.S., Louisiana State University
William Jack Morris
B.B.A., North Texas ,State University
Mark Chr:istopher Mueller




8.A., The Unlverslty of Texas,
Arlington
Rodney Lawrence Poirot




A.B., The University of Redlands




B.B.A., Southern Methodlst University
Richard David Pullman
B.A., Trinity University
Irving Wyatt Queal, III
B.B.A., Nolth Texas State University
Thomas Louis Raggio
8.A., The University of Texas,
Austin
Tames Tefferson Robertson
' s.R1, North Texas State University
George C. Roland, fr.
8.S., East Texas State University
. R. Jeffrey SchmidtB.A., Miami University, Ohlo
Gerald Doyne Scucchi
B.B.A., The University of Texas
M.B.A., Texas Christian University
Lawrence Robert Sessoms
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Richard B. Seward




, Southern Methodist University
Dolores In6s Alvarado V
LL.B., The University of Zulia
Ellen Karelsen Solender
8.A., Oberlin College
fack Christopher Spillman- B.B.A., Sbuthern Methodist University
Gary Robert Stephens
B.B.A., The University of Texas,
Austin
Donald Leland. Sweatt
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
Robert Ernest Svlvester
8.A., The Univeisity of
Massachusetts
Tack W. Tavlor
' 8.A., Teias Christian University
Ira Edwin Tobolowsky
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
Alton C. Todd
8.A,, North Texas State University
Edward Bates Tomlinson
B.B.A., Texas Christian University
William Arthur Tribble
8.A., Austin College, -
William Bruce Twombly




8.A., Southern Methodist University
Timothy ]ames Vineyard












M.B.A., The University of
Pennsylvania
C. Richard White
8.A., Southern Methodist University
M"ry 'Ellen White







8.A., The University of Texas
Richard William Wood
A.8., The Uuivet'sit.y of Nr-rrth
Carolina, Chapel Hill









LL.B., University o,f Deusto
Ricardo B. Canales Pahissa
8.S., Central University of Mexico
J.D., University of Nuevo Leon
Ulrich Otto Daghofer
D.J., The University of Graz
Mazeed Hamad El Mazeed
LL.B., Cairo University
Horacio Manuel Carlos Fernandez
LL.B., Universidad de Buenos Aires












Doctor Juris, Vienna University















J.D., The University of Missouri
David B. Krom
8.S., University of Wisconsin
LL.B., University of Arizona
Walter Barnes Loefler, Jr.
8.A., The University of Oklahoma
J.D., llhe University of Oklahoma
LL.B., Waseda
LL.M., Waseda
c. De'gree of Ma,ster of Lauts
August 1, 1970
Ernst-Christoph Albig George Edward Goodwin
Rechtsreferbndar, University B:S., U.,S. Naval Academy,
Regensburg, Germany Annapolis, Md.
Thesis: "Freedom of Association in The J.D., George Washington Universlty
Labor Relations of the United States prasit pothasuthon
of America and Germany"
Kt tt E;i;; B;;"i kn:d:n", Tfit'*?i"'*",tiff'1il'"
8.S., The University of Wisconsin - UniversityJ.D., The University of Wisconsin Frank GraveS Young
'1i$'';*i$'T,i"xlll 3?l"iX*l3l T E.$.',y3:*,1*eT*?*s x Hti.",:::ily
Shot Heard Round The World?" j.b., tfre-Ufiine"sit' ot fex""- - -
December 19, 1970
Ernest Emil Figari, Jr. James Warren Shoecraft
B.S.C.E., Texas A&M Unlversity B.A., Southern Methodist University
LL.B., University of Texas J.D., Southern Methodist University
William C. Herndon Joseph Bernard WolensLL.B., Universlty of Texas 8.A., Rice University
Cyril David Kasmir LL.B.' Southern Methodist Universitv' g.4., _southern M-ethodist university *r?f,t#tf"?3:3,,"o"noration-rnJ.D., University of Texas
Malcolm Lee Shaw
B.B.A., Southern Methodist University
J.D., Southern Methodist University
Thesis : ''9368 (a) (1) (D) : The (D)
Reorganization"
Moy 23, 1971
Billie Joe BellB.A., Louisiana 'State UnlversityJ.D., Loyola University of the South
Michael John Butts
B.S., Louisiana State University,
Baton Rouge
J.D., Louisiana State University
Law School, Baton Rouge
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Michael Case McClintock
8.A., The University of Tulsa
J.D., The University of Tulsa
Thesis: "Aircraft Hijacking, And Other
Related Federal Ctimes Aboard Air-
craft In-Flight: Civll And Criminal
Ramifications"
William James McNichol8.A,, The Universlty of New
Brunswick
LL.B., The University of New
Brunswick
Mallory L. Miller, jr.
B.B.A., The University of Texas,El Paso
J.D., The University of Texas,
Austin
Raymond Oral Kellam
A.El.. Ball State Universitv
J.D., Indiana University
LL.M., Southern Methodtst Universitv
Dissertation: "Legal Regimes and thL
Sea Grab"
Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law
,A,ugust 2L, L970
Samuel Patrick Raia
8.A., Mt. Carmel College
J.D., The University of Houston
Thomas Alan Speicher
8.A., The University of Maryland







E,B.A., The University of Georgia
_J.D., The University of Georgia
Walter Newton Vernon, III
B.B.A., Southern Methodist UniversitvJ.D., Southern Methodist Universitjr
Chandrakant C. Shah
!!.8,, University of BombayLL.M., Georgetown University
Dissertation: "Privilege From -Sub.iec-
tion to the Courts and to Withliotd




I.L.B., University- of MelbourneLL.M., Sbuthern Methodist Universitv
Dissertation: "Full Faith and Credit-:A Comparative Study,,
Certificate in Comparo.tiuo Lau:
M"y 23, L97L
vasantkumar Hiralal Raval Tarquino segundo Romero
2. Honors and awards
a, The Ordor of The Coi,f
Martha H. Allan Richard L. Seward
Raymond L. Dahlberg Donald L. Sweatt
Ira D. Einsohn William B. Twombly
fhad l. Ii"t"y G"ry W. Westerberg
Kenneth F. Jones Charles Garrie White
W. Wilson J'ones C. Richard White
Mark C. Mueller
b. Pri,zes and Awards




American Tria1 Lawyers Association Environmental Law
Award-
James C. Vaughn, Ir.
The Barrister Awards:
Outstanding First Year Student Award-
Jerome A. Patterson
Moot Court Best Speaker Award-
Rhett G. Campbell
Moot Court Best Written Brief Award-
John E. Boehm
David C. Waldrop





Burleson Criminal Law and Procedure Award of Merit-
R. Dennis Anderson
Carrington, Coleman, Sloman, Johnson and Blumenthal Award-
Donald P. Fay
Dallas Lawyers Wives CIub-
Dennis Ray Lewis
Goldberg, Alexander & Baker Award-
William A. Gaus
A. S. Hansen, Inc., Consulting Actuaries of Dallas Award-
Cyrit D. Kasmir
Mallory L. Miller, Jr.
Malcolm L. Shaw
Rohert J. Hobby Memorial Award-
P. Michael Allison
The Hornbook Awards-




International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award-
Robert I. Knopf
Johnson, Bro,mberg, Leeds & Riggs Award-
Raymond L. Dahlberg
Journal of Air Law and Commerce Awards-
Gury W. Westerberg ,,
Larry G. Alexander
Meer, Chandler & Bates .A.ward-
William A. Gaus
Mercantile National Bank Award-
J. David Tracy
G^ry W. Westerberg
Passman, Jones, Stewart and Andrews Award-
Gerald N. Olson
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Federal Taxation Award-
William Bruce Twombly
Prentice-Hall, rnc., Journal of Air Law and cornmerce Award-
Joseph E. Nowlin
Phi Alpha Delta Award-
Raymond B. Harshman
SMU Law Wives Award-
Gury L. Hueter
Southwestern Legal Foundation Award-
Phi Delta phi
Texas Trial Lawyers Association Award-
Donald L. Sweatt
Thompson, Knight, Simmons and Bullion Award-
Raymond L. Dahlberg
U. S. Law Week Award-
John W. Booth











































West Publishing Company and Vernon Law Book Company
Award-
Raymond L. Dahlberg
Wynne, Jaffe and Tinsley Award-
Kurt A. Philippus, Jr.
Kenneth M. Morris
Robert I. Knopf
3. Student activities and organizations
a, Student Ba.r Associ,ati,on
President Michael B. Poynor
Vi,ce-Presiderrt Ira E. Tobolowsky
Seueta.ry M"ry Ellen White














Honor Court lusti,ces and Alternates
Chief lustice Larry R. Boyd
Thi,rd Year Jarrold A. Glazer
Candace G. Tyson
Alternates Tod B. Calhoun
Gury A. Grimes
SecondYear Larry G. Alexander
]erome E. Goodrich
Alterrwte Hazel R. Hoffman
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b. Southroestern Laus lournal
Associ,ate Edi,tors
c, Iournal of Air Law and Commerce
Edi,tor-i,n-Chief Joseph E. Nowlin
Managi,ng Edi,tor Robert D. Batson
Busi,ness Manager Richard E. Green
Arti,cles Research Eili,tor Gene R. Beaty
Leadi,ng Articles Edi,tors Fred J. Fowler
Robert I. Knopf
Notes and Comments Editors Timothy J. Vineyard
G^ry W. Westerberg
Symposium Editor Lurry R. Boyd





d. The Legal Cli,nic
FalI 1970 Spri,ng 1971
Chi,ef Counsel Stephen A. Coke Irving W. Queal
Deputy Chi,ef Counsel Irving W. Queal Alfred W. Ellis








Notes and Comments Edi,tors










































g. Moot Court Team
h. Phi Npho Delta Fraternity
Iusti,ce Albon O. Head
Vi,ce lustice Lloyd S. Bowles, fr.Treasurer W. Arthur Tribble
Clerk John W. BrownMarshal ]ames L. Hicks, Jr.












i. ?lui Delta Plvi lrraternity
Jack C. Spillman
John M. Burnett, Jr.
Charles H. Waters, Jr.
Larry G. Alexander
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k. Ka.ppa Bata Pi, Sorority
Dean Margaret M. Williams
Associate Dean Molly Crouch
Regi,strar Lucy Martin
Associats Registrm Beverly A. Skelton
Chancellor Hazel R. Hoffman
L, SMU LAW WIVES CLUB













Mrs. Charles H. Waters, Ir.
Mrs. John N. Hove
Mrs. Alton C. Todd
Mrs. James A. Rupard
Mrs. John R. Winder
Mrs. Larry G. Alexander
Mrs. James E. Brown
Mrs. Larry R. Margolis
Mrs. James W. Swank, ]r.
Mrs. Harold R. Hicks
Mrs. Clark S. Willingham
Mrs. Gury A. Grimes
Appendix B
Faculty Bibliography and Activities, lg70-Ig71
L. Biblingrrylry
Bromberg, 4{*.I. 2 SECURITIES L4W' FRAUD (looseleaf, variouslypaged) (McGraw-Hill, Inc., lg70);
SECURITIES LAW: FRAUD, Supplements 70-l and 70_Z;
Recent Deoeloprytents unders lo(6) and Rel,a.ted Antifraud, pro-
tsi,si.orw, revised and reprinted in FIRST ANNUAL INSTI'iurE oN
SECURITIES REGULerroru 249-z6s (pLI colporate Law and
Practice Transcript Series No. lI, Ig70)j
Tha Laus _g!.loyorate rnformition, reprinted in c.F.A. RBAD-INGS IN FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 682-603 (INStifutE Of ChArtC,rEC{
Financial Analysts lg70);
_ Review, PATNTER, FEDERAL REGULATION OF INSIDER
TRA.DING, reprinted 12 corporate practice commentator Lzs-Jz(No. l, May fOTO) t
Tender o{*y Sale-guards onil Restrai.rts-An rnterest Analysis,
21 W. Res. L. Rev. 613-630 (f970);
Articles of rncorpmation, ?vtaws and Mirutte Book for Texascorporati,orw, with Notes and comments, in INCoRpoRATIoN
26
PLANNING IN TEXdS 107-166 (State Bar of Texas, Section on
Colporation, Banking and Business Law 1970 );
T'l,ppee Ri,sks and,- Liabilities, 3 Review of Securities Regulation
875-i]81 ( 1970), reprinted L2 Corporate Practice commentator
4LL-425 (1e71);
Liabiliiles in Going Public,zD ,{.NNUAL HOW TO GO PUBLIC
INSTITUTE, vol. f, Stl-SZS (PLI Corporate Law aild PracLice,
Course Handbook Series No. 62, 1971), ?nlarged and reprinted in
HOW TO GO PUBLIC 279-297,316-319 (PLI Corporate Law and
Practice, Transcript Series No. 17, t97f );
Corporate and-Insider Di'sclostt're Problems, o,D ANNUAL HOW
TO Gb PUBLIC INSTITUTE, vol, 2,209-219 (PLI Corporate Law
and Practice, Course Handbook Series No. 62, 1971), enlarged and
reprinted in HOW TO GO PUBLIC 381-404, 405-424 (PLI Cor-
poiate Law and Practice, Transc-ript Serigl I!o. 17, 1971); -' Di,sclosure Programs for Publicly HeId, companies-A ?ractical
Guide, 1970 Duke L. J. 1139-1179;
Business Aspects ol the Reoiseil Penal Code, I Bulletin of the
Section on Corporation, Banking & Business Law ( State Bar of
Texas) I-11 (N-o.5, May 1971)-(with Seth S. Searcy, III);
Forgery and' Fraudulerrt Practicas (proposed law and comments),
Draft"g itgZo), Draft 3 (1970), Draff 4 (1970), (state Bar of
Texas), Draft 5 in TEXAS PENAL CODE, A PROPOSED REVI-
SION 230-254 ( State Bar of Texas, West Publishing Co., Final
Draft oct. 1970) (with Hawey Wingo).
Carl, Beverly M. American Assi,stance to_Victims of the Nigerin-By|rg_Y::,' 
Defdus in tha Prescri,ptions on Forei,gn Disastet Relief, 12 HARV.
INTL L. J. Iel (1e71);
Review, THOMAS & THOMAS: LEGAL LIMITS ON THE USE
OF CIIEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS, 25 Sw. L. I. 368
( 1e71 ).
FitzGerald, John L. REPORT OF CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE ON
SEPARATION OF POWERS, 7 ANNUAL REPORTS OF COM-
MITTEES, ABA SECTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 6-14
( reTo);
CASES AND MATERIALS ON FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
LAW, for use at Boston College Law School and Southern Methodist
University School of Law, 1970;
( Co-editor with Professor John D. O'Reilly, ]r., Boston C9J!9ge
Law School) CASES AND MATERIALS ON THE ADMINIS-
TRATIVE PROCESS, for use at Boston College Law School and





The Real Case for Direct Electi'on of Presidnnts, 34
140 (1071).
Galvin, Charles O. Wills and Trusts, 25 Sw. L. I. 13 (1971);' 
Amandi,ng TJnamendable Instruments t9 ,Co-nform to thn-4{I
7969, UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI 5th ANNUAL INST. ON ESTAT'E
PLANNING, 1[ 71.1500;
Proposed, Eiate and Gift Tax Refmms, id., $ 71.1000 (panelist).
27
Kennedy, John E. The Process of Selncting Parties, Qualifging to Litigate
and, Intensening in Federal Courts, J.S.D. Dissertation, Yale iaw
School (1970);
Review, PAUL CARRINGTON, CIVIL PROCEDURE: CASES
AND COMMENTS ON THE PROCESS OF ADJUDICATION,
23 l. Legal Ed. 477 (197r).
Larson, Lennart V. Cir:i,I Ri,ghts Within a (Jnion: The Landrum-Griffin
Lau, Ch.30, Texas Practice Guide (State Bar of Texas IgTl): -
Discri,mination in_Employment, Ch. 6, The Develirpittg Laboi'Law
(Am. Bar Assn. l97l), assoc. ed.
McKnight, Joseph W. Recent Cases on Family Law, 4 NEWSLETTER
OF THE FAMILY LAW SECTION OIT THE STATE BAR OF
TEXAS 5 ( 1970);
Recent ludi'cial Decisi,or* on Fami,ly Law, E NEWSLETTER oF
THE FAMILY LAW SECTIONS OT' THE STATE BAR OF
TEXAS 2 (Le70);
Proposed, Amendments to T-exas faml,ly code_, Title.l (assisted bymembers of the staff of the Texas Legislitive council) (rg7r);
Analysi,s of Texas Family Code, Title 2, Amend,ments to ,iitle I
and confmming Amendmi,nts (Family Law section, state Bar of
Texas l97l) (with Eugene L. Smith ind Robert O. Dawson);
General summary of reras Family code, Title 2, Amendments to
Titb I and, conforming Amendmeits, E NEWSLETTER oF THE
FAMILY LAW SECTION OF THE STATB BAR OF TEXAS 9
( 1e71 );
what rs, an'd rs Nof, community Property-Recent Deoelopments
in commani'ty Property and, Fedbral Taxition, FIRST ANNUAL
INSTITUTE ON FAMILY LAW 7 (pLI, 1971);
F_amily Law, Annual surcey of rexas Law (wirh Louise Baller-
stedt Raggio),25 Sw. L. J. 34 (197f ).
Morris,__chql"_r J_. _ (Editor-in-chief and principal author) THE DE-
VELOPING LABOR LAW: THE BOARD, THB COURTS, AND
THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT (BNA, 197r);
CASES AND MATERIALS ON AIR AND RAIL tNEruSFONT
LABOR RELATIONS, Revised Edition (lgz0), for Labor Law II
course;
Procedural Refortn in Labor Law-A prelimi,rwrU paper Reprinted
in LABO.R LAw DEVELOPMENTS_I}7L, 35{.4Id,;
comment,, Law and, the collecth:e Agreement-The Arbitrator's
Rol.e,76 Labor Relations Reporter f28 (-1971);
^ Firefighters' coll.ecth:e Birgaini,ng and, Arbitration &i.il, (TexasState Legislature, 1971).
Morris, foe scott SUPPLEMENT (1971), WESTFALL, REAL ESTATE
PLANNING ( 1967);
Judicial Regtigto of Agency Action, Legar control of the Environ-
ment-Sd (1971), pLI OUTLINE SERIES (1971).
Pelletier,,George A. The sale o! 4u Franchise, Franchising tg7l, pub-lished by the International Franchise Association.
Review, BROWN (and others), THE REALITIES OF FRAN_
28
CHISING_A GUIDE FOR THE PRACTICING ATTORNEY,
Texas Bar Journal (1970).
Riegert, Robert A. The West German Ctuil Cod,e, Its Origin and' Its Con-
tract Prooisi,orw,4S TUL. L. REV. 48-99 (1970).
Legal Assistance in th,e Federal Republic of Germanq, 20 BUF.
L. REV. 583-608 (1971) (with Judge Karl A. Klauser).
Die Reform der Reoision in Zioi.lsachen aus der Sicht der ameri,-
kanischen Appelationspraxis ( Reform of the Revisipn Procedure in
Civil Cases from an American Point of View), 1971 Zeitschrift fiir
Zivilprozess.
Review, A. NUSSBAUM, DIE RECHTASTATSACHENFOR-
SCHUNG, PROGRAMMSCHRIFTEN UND PRAKTISCHE BEIS-
PIELE (Fact Research in Law, Theory and Practical Examples)
(1968), 3 Mod. Law and Soc. 163 (1970).
Smith, Eugen6 L.
Some Psychologi,cal and, Sociological Problerns of Education for
P r of essi,onai Resp1nstb ility, ch. 8, ts6ulder Conference on Professional
Responsibility ( Univ. of Virginia, 1970 );
Co-draftsman, Texas Marital Property Act of L967, I P 18, Prin-
cipal draftsman, Title 2, ch. A, Texas Family Code [Parent and
Child], including commentary, I97L;
Title 2 of the Family Code, 33 Tex. B. J. 958 ( 1971);
Agreement Respecting Property mad.e Before and During Mamiage,
PLI Pub. No. D4-2130 at 37 (1971).
Steele, Walter W., Ir. Right to Counsel at the Grand lury State of Crimirwl
Proceedi,ngs, 36 MO. L. REV. f93 (1971);
A Comparison of Attitudes of Freshmen and. Seni,or Law Students,
23 J. LEGAL ED. 318 (1971);
Policing the Urban Society: A Criti,que of the Bar's Responsibillty,
5 TRIAL-LAWYBRS FORUM 13 (September 1970);
Crimi,nal Lau and, Procedure, Anmtal Suroey of Texas Laro,25 Sw.
L. J. 213 (re71).
Taubenfeld, Howard J. Controlling the Weather: A Stud'y of Law and
Regulatory Processes, Dunellen Press 1971;_
States and Offenses Committed, Beyond Their Borders, 16 N.Y.
LAW FORUM 592 ( 1970 );
Fi,nancing the tlni,ted, Nations (with Rita F. Taubenfeld, in
COMMISSION TO STUDY THE ORGANIZATION OF PEACE,
THE UNITED NATIONS: THE NEXT TWENTY-FIVE YEARS)
(20th Report, 1971).
Thomas, A. J. International Legal Aspects of the Cini,l War i,n Spai'n (with
Ann Van Wynen Thomas), The International Law of Civil War
FaIk ed. trdzrl;
The Rule Malei,ng Systarn of tha OAS (with Ann Van Wynon
Thomas), Regional International Organizations-Strucfures and
Functions, Tharp, ed. (1971);
LEGAL LIMITS ON THE USE OF CHEMICAL AND BIO-
LOGICAL WEAPONS (with Ann Van Wynen Thomas) (1970);





Local Gooernment, Anranl Sunsey of Texas Law, 25 Sw
( 1e71 ).
2. Actioiti,e's
Bernstein, Robert A. Chairman, Curriculum Committee;
Member: University Assembly Committee on Penalties; Afro-
American Studies Committee;
Representative: University Assembly; Faculty SenaJe;
Consultant, University Assembly Committee on Alcohol Policy;
Counsel, SMU Retirement Plan Board of Trustees;
Clinical Associate Professor, Southwestern Medical School ( School
of Aliied Health Professions, course in Law of Health Care);
Lecturer: Southwestern Medical School; Texas Woman's Univer-
sity Graduate School of Nursing; SMU Bar Review.
Bogomolny, Rober_t L. Director, Criminal Justice Program; SMU School
of Law and Institute of Urban and'Environmental Studies Evalua-
tion Dallas Pre-Trial Release Project;
Member: Admissions Committee, SMU Law School; North Cen-
tral Texas Council of Governments Regional Police Academy
Advisory Board;..Steering Committee, Dallas Alliance for Shaping
safer cities; Dallas Bar Association special committee to Re'iiew
Proposed Revision of the Texas Penaf code; American Bar Asso-
ciation, criminal Law section, committee on Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse; National Advisory committee to the Drug Abuse Traininp
Center, Hayward, California; Advisory CommittEe, b"ff"r 
-iJi"8
Departrnent Project Pride;
Consultant, National Commission on Marihuana and Drug Abuse;
Lecturer: National rnstitute of Mental Health Drug Abuse Train-
Tg,_Center, Yuy*11d, California; First-year,class, Scho?l of Theology,
SMU;, Sociology Qep-artm_en_!, SMU;' Dallas Deanery Council 
"of
Catholic Wgm-en; Dallas College; Journalism Department, SMU;
Testified before the Criminal-Law Study Comriittee of the Texas
House of Representatives, Revision of Dnig Laws in Texas.
Bromberg, AIan R. chairman: Business Associations Round Table coun-
cil, Association of American Law Schools;
Member: American Law Institute; Board of Advisory Editors,
Review of securities Regulation; Board of Trustees committee on
the school of Business Admittistration, sMU; committee on cor-
porate Law Revision, state Bar of Texas; committee on F'ederal
Regulation of Securities (and Subcommittee on General Problems
under securities Exchange Act), American Bar Association; com-
mittee on Partnerships and ^Unincorporated Business Organizations,American Bar Association; Committee on Securities and lnvestmeni
Banking, state Bar of Texas; Board of Directors, Dallas Theater
Centerl Instifute Planning -Committee ( Secr,rrities Regulation, Cor-poratg and Tax Aspects of Securities Transactions),"Southwestern
Legal Foundation;
Lecturer: University of Texas Criminal Law and Procedure Insti-
tute; Practising Law Institute (New York, san Francisco); Dallas
Bar Association;
Reporter: Revision of Penal Code, State Bar of Texas.
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Carl, Beverly M. Member: Society of International Law, International
Development Society, United Nations Association.
Craig, James R. Chairman, Committee on Coordination of State and
Federal Tax Systems, Tax Section, Texas Bar Association;
Committee on Admissions and Financial Assistance, SMU Law
School;
Committee A, SMU, AAUP;
Secretary, Faculty Senate; '
Member: Faculty Senate Executive Committee; Planning arrd
Priorities Cabinet; Faculty Senate Athletic Committee;
Speaker: SMU-PLI Deferred Compensation; American Library
Association, Law and Political Science Section.
FitzGerald, John L. Member: Library Committee, SMU Law School;
Board of Editors, Administratioe Law Rersieo; American Bar Asso-
ciation Panelists, U.S. Civil Service Commission Hearing Examiner
Public Interview Southwest Panel; Board of Advisers, Municipal
Ordinances Codiffcation-Computerization Project of the National
Institute of Municipal Law Officers (see NIML.O Municipal Law
Review, 1971 Ed. 22).
Flittie, William J. Member: Board of Editors, Oi,l and Gas Reporter;
Lecturer: Southwestern Legal Foundation.
Galvin, Charles O. Chairman, Special Committee op Substantive Tax
Reform, Section of Taxation, American Bar Association;
Member: Advisory Group on Exempt Organizations, Commissioner
of Internal Revenue; Board of Trustees, Dallas Historical Society;
Board of Trustees, League for Educational Advancement for Dallas'
Texas Air Conservation- Commission; University Council of Deansl
Executive Committee, SMU Pr;r; B;uta of gdll ori,- O,tl. ana Coi iuL
porter; Advisory Group, American Law Institute, Estate and Gift Tax
Project; Committee on Faculty Appointrnents, Association of Amer-
ican Law Schools; American Bar Association Foundation Fellows'
Law En-for""*"tt'SttJy Com*ission, North Central Texas Conncii
of Governments; American Judicature Society; Executive Commit-
tee, Catholic Foundation of Dallas; Advisory Committee, Miami
Institute of Estate Planning; Board of Directors, National Council
of Christians and Jews; Texas Bar Foundation Fellows; Section of
Individual Rights and Responsibilities, American Bar Association'
Executive Committee, Commission to Revise the Tax Strucfure, Fund
for Public Policy Research; National Commission on Marihuana and
D*g Abuse;
Speaker: Estate Planning Council of St. Louis; 6th Anmral Insti-
tute on Estate Planning, Miami; Town and Gown Club; PLI
Instifutes;
Administrative member of University Judiciary Board.
Harding, Arthur L. Chairman: Faculty Senate Committee on Conflicts
of Interest;
Member: Committee on Graduate Legal Studies; Library Com-
mittee.
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Larson, Lennart V. Member: Faculty Senate Committee on Tenure and
Ethics; Probate Committee of Dallas Bar Association ( Chairman of
Subcommittee on Current Probate Cases and Literafure ); Law
School Committee on Admissions and Financial Assistance; Board
of Trustees of SMU Retirement Plan.
McKnight, Jo_se-ph w. chairman: Law School committee on Legal clinics;
Law school committee on Dedication of Underwood Laiv Library;
University committee,_ Rhodes scholarships; Awards committee,
Dallas Association of Phi Beta Kappa;
Director: Family code Projecg-Family Law section, state Bar
of Texas;
Member: Law school Dean's Advisory council; Law school
Library committee; university college cbuncil; committee, New
Laws and constihrtional Amendmen-ts; Lawyer Referral Service
committee; committee on History and Biography: vice-chairman,
Dallas Bar Associati-on; sMU Boaid of pubhEauo*; council of Reai
Estatg,Probate and Trust section, state Bar of Texas; committee
on Bankruptcy and Reorganization Law, corporation, Business and
!?:ki"g l..aw Section, Stite Bar of Texas; Elecutive Board, Texasold Missions and Forts Restoration Association: Legal Adrriror;
Committee, Selection of Rhodes Scholar for Texas;
Lecturer: {RLP Radio, Dallas; SMU Bar ileview; PLI_SMUInstitute on Family Law.
Morris, charles J. chairman: l7th Annual Institute on Labor Law, south-
western Legal Foundation; Public Law Board No. 2g7, slaboard
Coast Line R.R. and United Transportation Union;
co-chairman: Ad Hoc committee on public"iiorrr, Section of
Labor Relations Law, American Bar Association;
vice President, sMU chapter of American Association of uni-
versity Professors;
Member: The Labor Law Group National Academy of ,A,rbituators;
Section of Labor Relations Law,^American Bar AsJociation; Labor
Law section, Texas Bar Association; Law school Advisory council
t_o Dean; Admissions committee; Legal clinic committee; ed uo.
committee on Law school constitutlon; university Assemblv; Fat-
ulty senate; Assembly aa,Hoc committee on Idea'MateriaL;'
Lecturer: National Academy of Arbitrators, 24th Annual Meetinp
(f-os {ngeles); Pacific coasl Labor Law conference rs"rttt")lShort course on Labor Law, southwestern Legal Foundation; New
York university 24th Annual conference on "Labor (New iork);
sMU continuing Education course; Labor Leadership program,
University of Texas at Arlington Continuing Education;*
Moderator: Panel Discussion, LTth dnnual Institute on Labor
Law, Southwestern Legal Foundation;
Testiffed beforo Texas Housc of Rcpresentatives Committee u1
Fireffghters' Collective Bargaining and Arbitration BilL
Morris,__Joe Scott Lecturer: Practising Law Institute symposium, Las
Vegas, _October 1970; PLI, Dallai, November Lg70;' 
-
. speaker: Earth D^y Program, North Texas state university,April, 1971;
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Participant: Water Law Roundtable, Association of American
Law Schools Annual Meeting, December, 1970; Meeting of Texas
Clean Air Commission, October, 1970.
Pelletier,, George A. Director, Continuing Legal Education, SMU School
of Law;
Associate Chairman, Fiduciary Law Section, Southwestern Grad-
uate School of Banking, SMU;
Faculty Secretary, SMU School of Lawi /
Member: Curriculum Committee, SMU School of Law; Dean's
Advisory Council, SMU School of Law; Committee on Information,
Section on Colporation, Banking & Business Law of the State Bar
of Texas; Continuing Legal Education Committee, Dallas Bar Asso-
ciation; Committee on Comparative Criminal Law, American Bar
Association; Entertainment Committee, Dallas Bar Association; Ad-
visory Committee on the National Drug Abuse Training Center for
Dryg In-formation, Research & Educatibn, California Slate College
at Haywqrd, California; Advisory Board, Practising Law Institute,
New York City; Advisory Board, Seminary & Symposia, Richmond,
Virginia;
Lecturer: Series of ffve lectures on ffduciary law for the South-
western Graduate School of Banking, SMU; series of three lectures
on Reviewin_g a Franchise Contract for the Practising Law Institute
in New York City, Las Vegas, and Dallas; Revocable Trusts and
Life Insurance Trusts in program entitled "Using Trusts in Estate
Planning", Los Angeles, Piactising Law Institute;
Speaker: Testiffed before the Texas House Interim Study Com-
mittee on Franchising and Multi-Level Distributorships; Before
Dallas Bar Association on What's New in Franchising;
Organized and served as Program Director and speaker for the
First Annual Institute on Family Law-Community- Property and
Federal Taxation, presented by Practising Law Insiitute and SMU
in Dallas and Los Angeles; organized and served as Program Di-
rector, chairman and speaker Jor a program entided "Franchise
Lit_igation" presented by the Practising Law Institute and SMU in
Dallas and Las Vegas;
Editor, Franchise Litigation & Legislation, PLI course handbook
series, No. 58, January, l97I
Co-author, Franchise Legislation article, published in Franchise
Litigation and Legislation course handbook, PLI, January, 1971.
Riegert, Robert A. Member: German Society for Comparative Law; Legal
Society of Karlsruhe; ABA Section of International and Comparative
Law; ABA Section of Colporation, Banking and Business Law; ABA
Section of Administrative Law; Dallas Bar Association; Board of
Directors of the University Chapel.
Surith, Eugerre L. Assoclate Dlrector, Famtly Code Profect, State Bar of
Texas;
Chairman, Council of the Family Law Section, State Bar of Texas.
Sd;i;f c;mittee oo co*p,ti"til"i l"f^l-nrr""r"h, State Bar oi
Texas; Faculty Senate Discipline Committee;
Member: American Association of University Professors; Executive
Committee, SMU Chapter AAUP; American Judicature Society;
rr6
J,J
Association of American Law Schools, Round Table Council on Pro-
fessional Responsibility; _Dallas Bar Association; State Bar of Texas;committee on standards of Admission to the Bar, state Bar of
Texas; section on Real Estate, Probate and Trust Law, state Bar of
Texas; Law .school.Discipline committee,; Dean's Faculty Advisorycommittee^; university Faculty senate; ,A.dvisory committee to vice-
Presiderrt f<.rr Student Affatrs.
Steele, Walter,W., Ir. ,Director, SMU Legal Clinic; ,
Member:_sMU_D^evelopment coiimittee for urban Studies; sMU
Academic Council for School of Continuing Education; Executive
committee, Dallas Bar Advisory pomgitteJ on Teaching Law in
Public schools; Dallas Bar pretrial Release committee; fialas Bar
ligl.t to counsel committee; Board of Directors, Dallas Legat
Services Project;
Lecturer, North Texas council of Governments Regional police
Academy;
Panelist, Conference on Child Abuse, January lg7l;
Guest Professor, summer seminar,- Graduate school of social
Work, University of Texas at Arlington;
^L3gislative- 
Afivisor, Dallas Chap%r of the National Association
of Certiffed Social Workers.
Surrat! Rod Member: Law School Discipline Committee.
Tauben-feld, Howard J.- clairman: Committee on the Law of outer Space,
American Branch, International Law Association;
vice chairman: weather Modiffcation Advisory committee, Texas
Water Development Board;
Director: Instifute of Aerospace Law;
Member: Civil War Panel, Almerican Society of International Law;
commission 19 sqdy the organization of i?eace; ddvisory c;-mittee, standing co_mmittee on Aeronautical Law, American Bar
Association; National science Foundation Advisory committee on
Research Applied to National Needs;
Lecfurer: Dallas United Nations Association;
. Princi.p-al ^Investigato_n_ 
National S cience Foundlation Task Group on
the Legal Aspegtg -of Weather Modiffcation Activities; I
^ P,articipa*_Ily, 197-0, MIT study of critical EnvironmentalProblems (scEP); Man's Impact on the Grobar Environment;on leave (research and s-abbatical, Fgl! rg70). project: The
International Implications of weather Modiftcation'Activities.
Thomas, I J., chairman: committee on Graduate Legal studies;
Member: Facu-lty senate; Advisory Board to ttie provost;'Executive
council, Deal of Law school; Texas Bar Association; American Bar
Association, committee on International and. comparativ" l,u*;
American s995ay of International Law; curriculum cbmmittee;
^ spe.gchl _ "Human Rights a',-l ilre organrzatron of Americanstates", delivered at conference on Inter-Xmerican problems New
school of social Research, New york (with Ann V"" wy";;
Thomas).
Wingo,_HTy"y Faculty Advisor: Southu;estern Law lourrwl; Reporter:




Law School Committee of the Board of Trustees;
Board of Visitors; Law Alumni Association;
and Named Scholarships
L. Lau: Schoo'l Commi,ttee ,
Alfred P. Murrah, Oklahoma City, Oklahorna, Chairman
Richmond C. Coburn, St. Louis, Missouri
Wilton H. Fair, Tyler, Texas
Ross L. Malone, New York, New Yo,rk
Gerald C. Mann, Dallas, Texas
H:uoy A. Shuford, Dallas, Texas
George M. Undenvood, Jr., Richardson, Texas
2. Boord of Vi,si,tors
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3, Lau> Alumni, Associntion
]ames A. Williams,'52, Dallas, Texas
E. Ray Hutchison, 59, Dallas, Texas
Rodney D. Moore, '66, Dallas, Texas
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Chai,rman, Board of
Di,rectors A. Hardcastle, '67, Dallas, Texas
Di,rectars
(to serve until ]une 30, 1971)
Charles E. Long, Jr., 35, Dallas, Texas
W. Autry Norton, 28, Dallas, Texas ,
O. Jan Tyler, '63, Dallas, Texas
Iurry N. Jordan, '52, Dallas, Texas
Banker Phares, '64, Port Arthur, Texas
James H. Wallenstein, '07, Dallas, Texas
(to serve until June 30, 1gZ2)
Donald j. Lucas, '64, Dallas, Texas
W. Lawrence Jones, 'Gg, Washington, D.C.
Vactor H. Stanford, bl, Dallas, Te*as
John Fox Holg '48, Dallas, Texas
Richard L. Stanfield, 'EB, Dallas, Texas
John H. McElhaney, 58, Dallas, Texas
(to serve until June 30, lgTg)
Robert S. Cutherell, 53, Houston, Texas
Robert L. Dillard, Jr., '35, Dallas, Texas
T. AIIan Howeth, '63, Fort Worth, Texas
Carl W. McKinzie, '66, Los Angeles, California
Henry D. Schlin ger, '47, Dallas, Texas
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Richard S. Whitesell, Jr.
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John M. Burnett, Jr.
William F. Carroll




Geary, Brice, Barron & Staht
Southwestern Legal Foundation (for
the Robert G. Storeyi Jr. Memorial
Scholarship)
Mr. and Mrs. Donald C. Fitch, Ir.
Nancy and Jack Titus Fund of the
Dallas Community Chest Trust
Fund
Lennart V. Larson
Ira Lee Allen, III
M. D. Anderson Foundation
Dallas Lawyers Wives Club
Liddell, Dawson, S"pp, and Ziveley
( for the Frank A. Liddell Memorial
Scholarship)
Radford Byerly
M. D. Anderson Foundation
Dallas Lawyers Wives CIub
Dallas Lawyers Wives Club
Wynne, Jaffe & Tinsley
W. R. Harris, Jr. ( for the W. R. Harris,
Sr. Memorial Scholarship)




Dallas Lawyers Wives Club
Jess T. Hay




Larry and Jane Harlan Foundation
W. R. Harris, Jr.
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Charles H. Waters, ]r.
Robert L. Welsh
]oe B. Whisler
Paul D. Lindsey ( Tom C. Clark
Scholarship)
M. D. Anderson Foundation
Tobolowsky, Schlinger & Blalock
Hatton W. Sumners Foundation
Stalcup, Johnson, Lipshy & Williams
Robert G. ViaL
Garland M. Lasater, Jr.
Thompson, Knight, Simmons & Bullion




M. D. Anderson Foundation
Akin, Vial, Hamilton, Koch & Tubb
Johnson, Bromberg, Leeds & Riggs
Harvey L. Davis
Arthur I. and Jeanette Ginsburg
George G. Potts (for the Charles
Shirley Potts Mernorial Scholarship )
Harry S. Moss Foundation
Hatton W. Sumners Foundation
Jenkens, Spradley & Gilchrist
Hatton W. Sumners Foundation
Hatton W. Sumners Foundation
Dallas Lawyers Wives Club
Grayson & Simon
Fulbright, Crooker, Freeman, Bates
& Jaworski
Atwell, Malouf & Musslewhite
Arthur B. Willis
Henry W. Strasburger (for the Allen
Hunter Strasburger Memorial
Scholarship)
Southwestern Legal Foundation (for
the Hazel Porter Storey Meururial
Scholarship)
Eldon R. Vaughan
M. D. Anderson Foundation








































2001: A LAW ODYSSEY
By Howenn J. TeunBmrur,p
Law School Convocation Statement, September 7, L9TL
In asking me to deliver this opening address some time ago,
Dean Galvin said that I should solve all the world's problems for
you and asked me if I needed as much as 15 minutes. The chal-
lenge was a little too great and I decided simply to try to suggest
to you the kind of world that may exist for you as lawyers, of
one sort or another, in time to come. The year 2001 is a con-
venient one-it's only 30 years away. At that time, in 2001, as-
suming that wdve had the wisdom to avoid blowing ourselves up
before then, you who are now in law school will be, many of you,
practitioners o'f one sort or another, but you will also be iudges,
legislators, Congressmen, Senators, perhaps President of the
United States or of the United World Federation, or something
o'f that sort. You will be too young, even by developing standards,
in all probability for retirement; yonr will be a vigorous mid-
fifties. You will be wondering what the devil all those young up-
starts at what then are the law schools are thinking about. You
will be totally, many of you, out of sympathy with their radical
innovations. You will look back on the grand old days of law
school in the '70s as the golden days in legal education.
You will be lawyers and I would like to, as a preface, cite to
you the remarks of the Chief Justice of the United States, de-
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livered just a few months ago, which I think do set the tone. The
Chief Justice said:'
A strong, independent, competent and_courageous legal profession is
imperative to any free people. . . . We live in a society that is diverse,
mobile, and dynamic, but its very pluralism and creativeness make it
capable of both enorrnous progress or debilitating conflicts that can
blunt all semblance of order. One role of the lawyer in a Common Law
system is to be a balance wheel, a harmonizer,'a te.olnciler. He must
be more than simply a skilled legal mechanic. He must be that but in
a larger sense he must also be a legal ar,chitect, engineer, builder, and,
from- time to time, an inventor as well. This is the history of the
lawyer in America and in this respect he is unique among th6 lawyers
of all societies.
It is always a little bit difficult to look forward, to make pre-
dictions. In the scientific field, in a recent study, it was noted that
President Franklin Roosevelt, in 1937, had brought together the
greatest scientific minds in the country in a'blue ribbon" science
committee and had asked them to predict the future develop-
ments in science and technology. In fields where innovation had
already begun, the panel was very good. They predicted, fo'r
example, colo,r television and, indeed, commercials; they pre-
dicted developments in aviation including wider use of heli-
copters; they predicted crowded cities; th"y predicted smog,
plastics, stereo FM radio, wide use of air conditioning, and on
and on. But in 1937, just five years before the first nuclear pile
became active, only one man, and he peripherally, had any
vision that the atorn might be broken, that ato,mic energy might
soon be available. No one mentioned the jet aircraft, let alone
rocketry. None tho,ught that it might be possible within the fore-
seeable future for man to venture into outer space. No one pre-
viewed the computer with all its pro,mise and problems. No one
noted the resources of the continental shelf or the seas.
One way to get some perspective on what you will be doing
in the year 2001 is to look backward 30 years and see what the
world, at least this part of the world, looked like then. If we go
back to 1940-41, we see in the United States a country still shaken
hy the great Depression and hareJy on its way to recovery. T,aw
jobs were hard to get. Fifteen dollars a week was still good pay,
if you could get a job in a law firm. The United States was not
l "State of the Federal Judiciary," Remarks of the Hon. Warren E.




yet at war. In fact, the New Left-the then New Left-in the
country was vigorously protesting United States' commitments
to any kind of overseas military enterprise. Those protests con-
tinued at least until the invasion of Russia by Nazi Germany. At
City College in the City of New York, students were lying down
on the drill fteld to protest the existence of ROTC. ROTC build-
ings were set afire in some parts o,f the country. The first draftees,
those who had gone in in 1940 in the pre-War draft, were writing
OHIO on the barracks walls, over the hill in October, the month
when the draft was scheduled to end.
President Roosevelt had held himself out for and been elected
to an unprecedented third term in 1940. The great constitutional
issue of the day, the conflict between the federal government and
the authority of the states, was still unresolved. These problems
were only resolved ffnally later in the 1940's, with the triumph of
the central authority, though the changed voting pattern in the
Supreme Court of the late 1930's foreshadowed this result.
Great empires still existed in the world, though France had
been subjected to Nazi conquest. A very large per cent of the
territory of the world was British or French. In 1945, some years
after our date o,f reference, when the United Nations was formed,
it had 51 members. This fall it will have 129, most of those coun-
tries having developed in the last 30 years out of these old
empires. tsusing was an archaic word for kissing.
As we try to suggest what you and your colleagues will look
Iike, in a sense, 30 years from now, we can, as with the scientists
in President Roosevelt's committee, Iook at what already exists
rather than try to make even more far-out predictions. How will
you be practicing law? Many of you will no doubt be practicing
in ffrms very much Iike those that we see today. But perhaps, if
present trends continug and many of the best students, for
example, no longer move into that so,rt o,f work, the ffrms will
follow other current trends and move away from the 70 or B0
hour a week law practice to a more humane sort of practice in-
volving, as is now true with a few ffrms, not only a good deal of
time off for the younger lawyers to do other kinds of law work
that intrigue them, but even concepts of sabbatical leave and
summers off for refreshment of the soul and intellectual exercise.
There will patently, I suppose, be so,me sort of continuation of
Iimited corporate practice of the law. At present, the corporate
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form is used, where it is, primarily for tax advantage, but per-
haps the concept will be expanded. There will be, presumably,
an increase in and an increased scope of public interest law
firms, something unheard of in the 1940's, ffrms in which the
primary interest is in clients who are public groups, or defenders
of the environment, of the public interest, as they see it, or of
what you will. There will be vastly, vastly more lawyers pre-
sumably engaged in the kinds of practice which in the 194Os
went by the board, and which are increasingly needed-assistance
to the poor and the indigent, the poor but not impoverished
shopkeeper who has been thus far overlooked, the lower middle
class, the middle class person. There will be no doubt legal sery-
ice projects, all of them having difficulty in finding legal directors
and satisfying their clientele. There will be lawyers working for
salaries paid by groups, by labor unions, by federations and
orgarizutions of different kinds, all kinds of groups, not merely
to handle the problems of that collectivity, as such, but to deal
with the individual problems of the members of the group. Per-
haps there will be 'insurance" programs around the country
where one will pay for legal servi""r in advance. Perhapr, if
things go that waf , the legal practice will be socialized. Some of
you may be practicing your law in communes. There was an
interesting note in yesterday's Dallas News about the develop-
ment of law communes in 20 cities or so in this country, where
the practitioners band together socially, as well as for legal prac-
tice, where egalitarianism is practiced-every lawyer with his
own typewriter-where the clientele tends to be the most de-
spised, the most diffi.cult in the country. Perhaps there will be
an increase in a community of living, as well as in law practice.
You will have, in all probability, at yo,ur beck and call, more
tools to work with. fn one way or another, computers will help
you in your practice. They will help you in research; God forbid
that they will ever be used to decide cases. There will be para-
legal persons handling many matters as they now do in many
o,ther countries-notarial work, certain kinds of law work, prep-
aratitru of certain forms, and the like. This, I think, mdy amuse
some who are already in practice who have noticed title com-
panies and banks practicing law over the years, and whose most
earnest plea in law practice is for a really competent legal secre-






of the wills and sorne of the contracts and many other instru-
ments in many highly reputable law firms.
There will be no doubt for you, for some of you, new life
styles. If these trends continue, they may seriously affect the
whole pattern of law. If we live in co,mmunes, even any small
but suEstantial number of us, what happens to the laws of proP-
erty, of inheritance, of bastardy? All of these will'be problems
which you, perhaps not I, but you will be grappling with as time
goes by; these problems already exist.
There will be, as I suggest, new problems simply developing
from the newer ways of life. Sorne of the old problems by the
time you've been in practice for thitby years will no doubt have
disappeared. Smog, for example, is simply in one broad sense
an economic problem. When we really get annoyed enough
about it, we will etriminate it, in all probability. You will be
Iiving, of course, in far more crowded cities, but hopefully in
pleasanter ones.
What other kinds of problems will you be obliged to deal with?
In a survey of scientists more recently conducted, looking toward
the year 2000, there were some rather interesting points, all of
which will afiect your world. The scientists consulted, almost
unanimously (this of course doesn't mean they're right) suggested
that within the next 30 years there will be simple, inexpensive,
almost completely effective fertility controls available. New
organs will be available to humans by transplant, and we will be
well on our way to having available artiffcial organs. All of these,,
of course, affect the question of what is life, what is death. It is
entirely possible, for example, at the present time to take some-
one whose brain has been substantially destroyed, to use ma-
chinery with respect to this person, to feed them intravenomsly,
to keep air running in and out of their lungs and the blood cir-
culating, and thus preserve what is at least a semblance of life,
indefinitely. If this had been done, for example, on that awful
day of 1963 when President Kennedy was shot in Dallas, if the
best available equipment had been used, if the back of his head
had been patched so that fluids were not lost, it would have been
entirely possible to have his body, if yuu will just Llilnk of that
for a moment, kept 'alive" indeffnitely. At that time there was no
law on the books relating to presidential succession. This Person,
having lost a fourth or so of his brain, and by all previous
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standards dead, would have been the President of the United
States. Or would he? This is a question that you and others will
need to deal with in other forms.
other questions will arise in the course of your practice which,
of course, ate not strictly legal questions-they involve ethical,
moral, econo'miq and other kinds of considerations as well. of
the scientists polled, over half believed that by 2001 there would
be available, readily, non-narcotic drugs fo'r changing personulity
in all sorts of ways. There will be the availability of-controiled
thermo nuclear_ powe_r, thus eliminating, if it develops rapidly
enough, man's dependence on fossile fuels. There will be cr6ated
at least primitive forms of artiftcial life. There will be local,
statewide, and even regional weather co,ntrol. (Think of the dis-
putes that will come from that. ) There will be available bio-
chemical geperal immunization, thus leading again to a vastly
increased life span. Perhaps a little bit later-the seeds have ai-
ready been :o*1,--though some of these may never develop fully
-there will be full-scale genetic engineering. This wil bdhope-
ful in the cases of those who would othJrwise be born witrr
genetic defects which may thus be co,ntrolled at the source. But
it is also true that scientists have already, with frogs, done work
in what is called "cloning." This consists of the imp-lantation of a
nucleus from one animal into an eggcell of anothir. This results
in the production of a perfect duplicate of the animal from whom
the nucleus was taken. Those of you gentlemen who dream of a
Raquel welch as the perfect compani-on may have your wish, if
she were willing t9 lpare ? f** nuclei. There ut" oih", implica-
tions, of course, of these abilities to duplicate exactly any l.iving
!u1an being. If you don't Iike the concept of Raquer'werch,
think, as one commentator has noted, of the porribility, to go
back to the 1940's, of Hitler having been able to ptoduce fr-
numerable duplicates of himself.
In addition to generi_c engineering, there will be, in all prob-
ability, drugs whi-ch witl peimit the increase of intelligen"J p"-
h?pr to almost unlimited degrees; there will be, it is at"least ios-
sible,-the aliility to regeneratL limbs and organs which have d"r'
lost. some animals can do this now. What we have to do is un-
lock the secret of how it is done. There will be chemical controls
of aging. once again, for those of you who draw wills at low
cost, waiting gleefully for the death of the creator, the testator,
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